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Animal Impacts on Earthen Dams 

1. Approximately how many dams are in the United States? 
a. 641
b. 80,000
c. 4,000
d. 800,000

2. In 1999, FEMA and ASDSO conducted research throughout the US and found that most dam safety officials
recognize animal intrusion of earthen dams as a problem while and many private dam owners and local dam
operators are often unaware of potential problems. 

a. True
b. False

3. This manual discusses 23 species with regard to their habitat, behavior, threat to dams, food habits, identifying
characteristics, and management options. Which species is not one that is discussed in this manual? 

a. Coyote
b. Raccoon
c. Armadillo
d. Livestock

4. The first step in fortifying a dam against unsafe operations caused by wildlife damage is to understand what
could go wrong if wildlife damage is left unchecked. 

a. True
b. False

5. How many US states indicate animal activity has caused or contributed to unsafe dam operation or outright
failure within the state?

a. 2
b. 25
c. 48
d. 50

6. The least significant and often least obvious impact of wildlife intrusions on embankment dams is hydraulic
alteration. 

a. True
b. False

7. Piping is most often cited as the greatest concern among dam safety professionals for which of the following
reasons? 

a. Because it is progressive and can rapidly lead to failure of the dam 
b. Because failure of the pipes can cause internal erosion
c. Because it is difficult to determine who is at fault with piping
d. Because piping can�t be repaired

8. This manual presents an inspection methodology that combines ___________ and __________ considerations,
which when viewed together, allow a dam specialist to view the dam comprehensively. 

a. Upstream and downstream
b. Engineering and biological
c. Post construction and preconstruction 
d. Internal and external

9. Zone 1: The upstream slope area is the primary habitat for which of the following animals? 
a. Coyotes
b. Armadillos
c. Aquatic burrowers such as beavers, muskrats and nutria 
d. Ants

10. Zone 2: The dam crest area is most likely to be inhabited or hunted by terrestrial wildlife such as:



a. rabbits and chipmunks
b. beavers and otters
c. groundhogs and coyotes
d. bears and porcupines

11. Zone 5: The downstream toe area is most likely to be inhabited by which of the following animals?
a. Muskrat, beaver, nutria and otter 
b. Alligators and turtles
c. Armadillos and badgers
d. Ants and coyotes

12. Which of the following is not reliable for use in identifying the species of animal inhabiting or hunting in the area
of a dam? 

a. Comparison of tracks to sketches of tracks in this manual
b. Use of range maps for various species
c. Local folklore
d. Photographs of animals at the dam

13. Muskrats are considered a significant dam safety issue in what percent of surveyed (US) states? 
a. 98%
b. 71%
c. 55%
d. 11%

14. Beavers are considered a significant dam safety issue in what percent of surveyed (US) states? 
a. 98%
b. 67%
c. 55%
d. 11%

15. Beavers will travel approximately how far from their water habitat to cut down crops of trees growing in adjacent
habitats?

a. 100 yards
b. 300 yards
c. ¼ mile

d. ½ mile

16. Mountain beavers are typically found in which US states? 
a. Alaska and Hawaii
b. California, Oregon and Washington
c. Texas and New York
d. North Carolina, Nevada and Virginia

17. The range of the groundhog (also known as woodchuck or rockchuck) in North America would include which
areas? 

a. Mexico, US and Canada
b. Western US States
c. Florida and Texas
d. Parts of the eastern US and southern Canada 

18. Pocket gophers are considered a significant dam safety issue in what percent of surveyed (US) states? 
a. 13%
b. 48%
c. 23%
d. 67%

19. North American Badgers are considered a significant dam safety issue in what percent of surveyed (US) states?
a. 17%



b. 27%
c. 37%
d. 47%

20. Prairie dogs are considered a significant dam safety issue in 8% of surveyed (US) states? Which two animals
often make their homes in prairie dog burrows?

a. Dogs and cats
b. The armadillo and the groundhog
c. The federally protected Black-Footed Ferret and the burrowing owl
d. The North American Opossum and the fruit bat

21. Ground squirrels are considered a significant dam safety issue in 15% of surveyed (US) states. They are often
pursued into their burrows by which animal?

a. The armadillo 
b. The North American badger
c. The North American opossum 
d. The Florida raccoon

22. The armadillo primarily eats insects and their larvae, and fish.
a. True
b. False

23. The range of habitat for the crayfish includes which of the follow areas? 
a. Canada 
b. The lower 48 United States
c. Mexico 
d. All of the above

24. Moles and voles are considered a significant dam safety issue in what percent of surveyed (US) states? 
a. 10%
b. 20%
c. 30%
d. 40%

25. Otters sometimes dig bank dens for shelter. Otters most often utilize existing bank dens and lodges constructed
by what animals? 

a. Beaver, muskrat, and nutria
b. Coyotes, foxes an ground squirrels
c. Bears, groundhogs and woodchucks
d. Raccoon, possum and armadillo

26. According to the Gopher Tortoise Council, 2001, the Gopher Tortoise can burrow 10 ft. deep and a male
Gopher Tortoise may construct and use as many as 35 borrows.

a. True
b. False

27. An adult male American Alligator can weigh up to 1,000 lbs. They can be a threat to earthen dams in which of
the following ways?

a. By frightening the dam safety inspectors away
b. By digging burrows or dens for refuge from cold temperatures, drought and predators
c. By eating the animals that are beneficial to earthen dams 
d. By destroying the plants that are beneficial to earthen dams

28. Repair actions can be separated into two categories. They are:
a. Repairs to the slopes and repairs to the crest
b. Plant remediation and animal remediation 
c. Restoration measures and preventative measures
d. Aquatic repairs and terrestrial repairs



29. To effectively repair animal intrusion in Zone 1, the reservoir pool must be:
a. Raised to flood the burrows and drive away the burrowing animals
b. Lowered as far below the observed deficiencies as necessary to allow access to repair
c. Kept the same
d. Raised one day and lowered the next

30. Zone 5 is typically considered the most critical zone relative to dam safety issues for which of the following
reasons.

a. The phreatic surface typically intercepts the downstream slope in this area
b. Burrows in the saturated zone are more difficult to repair
c. It is more difficult to inspect in this zone due to the saturated soil
d. Since this is the lowest point of the dam, there are more problems caused by the height of the dam

31. Considering that most dam owners do not have the financial means to address all deficiencies quickly, a
sequence of repairs in order of priority is outlined. The sequence covers how many years?

a. 2 years
b. 4 years
c. 6 years
d. 10 years

32. Which of the following is an effective method for dam owners to control beaver?
a. Using Federally registered repellants
b. Utilizing American alligators to control the beaver
c. Installing scarecrows to frighten the beaver
d. Trapping 

33. Scarecrows are most effective on which of the 23 animals listed in this manual?
a. Crows
b. Groundhogs
c. Ants
d. Alligators

34. Carbon monoxide is generally 90% effective for removal of which animal?
a. Armadillos
b. Beaver 
c. Coyotes
d. Pocket gophers

35. Rodent control of ground squirrels, pocket gophers and prairie dogs will help control damage from which
predators? 

a. Armadillos and nutria
b. Badgers, foxes and coyotes
c. Alligators and snapping turtles
d. Otters and muskrats

36. Routine safety inspections by either regulatory personnel or consulting engineers tend to overwhelm dam
owners?

a. True
b. False

37. Proper vegetation management is a cornerstone of effective wildlife intrusion management. In most cases,
wildlife will not inhabit an earthen dam that does not provide vegetation for food supply, protective cover, or
shelter.

a. True
b. False

38. Which of the following is the most effective method for controlling ants in an earthen dam?



a. Frightening
b. Pouring very hot water into the mound
c. Shooting
d. Carbon monoxide gas poisoning

39. In the Lessons Learned section at the end of the manual which included the case study on the Iowa Beef
Producer�s waste pond, which of the following points was made?

a. Maintenance of Animal Burrows is Critical
b. Owners should inspect their dams regularly and thoroughly
c. Pond levels should be monitored and safety precautions such as freeboard should be factored into the

design
d. All of the above

40. Ants are considered a significant dam safety issue in 4% of the surveyed states. Which of the following is the
most effective method of controlling ants in an earthen dam?

a. Frightening the ants away 
b. Pouring hot water into the ant hill
c. Bringing armadillos to eat the ants 
d. Allowing the vegetation to grow tall enough to hide the ant hills
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